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JILL KRUTICK

NATURE REIMAGINED
Exhibitions

Jill Krutick: Nature Reimagined

Jill Krutick: Nature Reimagined is an exploration of time, scale, and self-discovery. At once abstract and representational, Krutick's art is also a joyful reflection of color, form, and memory. Pulling from individual challenges and triumphs, Krutick reimagines the natural world into personal and inviting compositions filled with texture and emotive gestures that deftly interlace the earth, sea, sky, flora, and fauna with paint, canvas, and a brush.

This exhibition is generously sponsored by Yok Attack.

On view through 8 August 2021.

A modified reception is planned for Friday 18 June from 5 to 8 P.M.

Main Street Museum: Virginia Landscapes and Sites

Main Street Museum: Virginia Landscapes and Sites, drawn from the museum's permanent collection, considers the Commonwealth's abundant and diverse beauty, its cosmopolitan and historic cities, and its wide-ranging natural landscapes. Familiar urban landscapes complement—much as with the serenity and awe of Virginia's popular Blue Ridge Mountains and the coastal areas. Maps and GPS coordinates are included alongside each work so that visitors may carry their exhibition experiences with them to the original site.

On view through 15 August 2021.

Folk Beasts

Folk Beasts explores the magical and diverse creatures celebrated in folkloric throughout time. Inently conceived by the Hart Club and The Golden Thread Project as an exhibition, Folks Beasts reflects the current global pandemic and its reclamation of the concept that resulted in a selection of artist-created malaise and home art packs, as well as a user-generated online art exhibition.

Hart Club is an organization dedicated to championing neurodiversity in the Arts through work with various charities and organizations that spotlight artists who thrive, communicate, and create differently. www.hartclub.org

The Golden Thread Project aims to popularize folklore through collaboration with artists, writers, and musicians in an effort to connect new generations to folklore and myth and the university of human experience they share. www.thegoldenthreadproject.com

Artists: Aidan Saunders, Beau Brannick, Bette-Belle Blanchard, Coline Liu, George Fiddy Ramirez, Hannah Dyson, Hartree Vine, Holly St Claire, Jay Cover, Karinestis Joan Buczek, Lena Valyasyeva, Michelle Edwards, Naomi Subryan-Anderson, Stephen Fowler, Tommy Brentnall, Yuk Fun, and Zael.

This exhibition is generously sponsored by Helton House.

On view through 8 August 2021.

New + Noteworthy

Education

Get ready for Summer Art Studio Art-on-the-Go, sponsored by Haley Auto Mall, starting on June 14. These incredibly popular programs, which have already been distributed to thousands of community members, will be available again this summer. We provide the FREE activity pack, and you bring the creativity. Check our Facebook page for more education news and updates.

Thank You
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